
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

  

 

THE BOX 
 
 
 
 
DURATION 
60-90 minutes 
(according to guest numbers) 

 
REQUIREMENTS 
Sufficient space for a  
table plus chairs for  
each team 

 
GUEST NOS. 
10 – 350 guests 
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A large box containing a digital keypad and an ominous looking 
biohazard canister has been deposited in your conference room... it 
must be unlocked and removed for forensic testing. 
 

On the main screen a digital clock remains frozen at 60:00 minutes…but once the teams 
are briefed by your Event Manager, the clock springs into life and the countdown begins. 
Inspired by live escape room games, this is a fast and furious challenge as each team goes 
all out to successfully decode the master cryptic message to gain the means to open the 
box.  
 

Cracking puzzles to unlock their individual team boxes, interpreting cryptic puzzles, spotting 
clues in the environment and mastering dexterity challenges are all important in this race 
against time. Your teams face the ultimate test of logic, creative thinking, problem solving 
and hands on puzzles.  
 

One thing is very clear - once the counter reaches zero the box can never be opened so 
don’t forget to keep your eye on the clock!!  
 
“...simply brilliant. The highest and most intense participation I have even seen from 
a team building event – completely unique” Close Brothers Motor Finance 
 

 

EVENT 
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DETAILS 
 
Starting the clue trail 
Each team has a locked cashbox and a cryptic maths puzzle on their team table. Upon 
opening their box (after cracking their first clue to obtain the numerical code) they will discover 
a seemingly random assortment of items and paperwork.  
 
Thus the teams begin to follow the clue trail which will lead them through a series of physical 
challenges, environment interaction and code cracking in their journey to attempt to uncover 
the secret to unlocking the box. The clue trail will include elements of: 
 
•  Cryptic clue paperwork decoding 
•  Using available team equipment to solve mysterious instructions 
•  Collecting and completing quick fire team challenges 
•  Seeking clues from the immediate venue environment 
 
Crucially, all must be done without alerting the other teams to the clues found and solved! 
Throughout the event a heartbeat sound effect will keep the time, building the suspense as 
the timer counts down and the tension mounts! 
 
Unlocking the Box 
Teams will only be permitted to approach the box if they are sure they know how to open the 
lock. No investigation of the mysterious box is allowed beforehand, so teams must follow the 
clue trail to obtain all the correct information... they hope! 
 
Once they do so, they are free to approach our Event Manager to confirm if they are indeed 
authorised to approach the box to attempt to unlock it…and discover the contents! 
 
 
FINALE 
At the conclusion of the event, all clues will be revealed for those teams not speedy enough 
to have solved the mystery of the box before the clock reached zero…and the victorious team 
will receive their winners’ prizes! 
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THE BOX  


